
Complimentary Consultation ......................................Free
Before booking any of our treatments we offer a complimentary 
consultation with our specialist to over any goals and/or expectations you 
may have. This is also a great opportunity for first time clients to meet up 
and get any worry out of the way.

Lip Flip .............................................................$12 per unit
This treatment is great for patients that have a disappearing top lip when 
they smile. Tox is injected into the lip to relax the muscle that goes around 
the mouth to allow the top lip to show when smiling.

Forehead Lines ................................................$12 per unit
This treatment helps prevent or treat the wrinkles and lines of your 
forehead, creating a smoother and more youthful look.

Bunny Lines .....................................................$12 per unit
Bunny lines are the nickname for the wrinkles you get when scrunching 
your nose like a bunny. With a small dose of Botox, those wrinkles will fade 
and leave behind smooth and beautiful skin.

Crow Feet ........................................................$12 per unit
Crows feet are the lines outside the corner of the eye. A few units of Botox 
will smooth out those lines giving you a more youthful appearance.

Brow Lift ..........................................................$12 per unit
A brow lift is achieved by injecting Botox around the hairline to lift your 
eyebrows up. This will give you a more youthful and awake appearance.

Masseter (TMJ) ................................................$12 per unit
Botox is injected into the masseter muscle to help you stop clenching your 
jaw and/or grinding your teeth. The Botox relaxes the masseter muscle 
which results in improved TMJ symptoms. Some clients also notice a 
slimmer face after injecting the Masseter muscle.

Custom Treatment ...........................................$12 per unit
This is a completely customizable treatments to allow our consumers to get the 
best results possible. Before the treatment you will get receive a complimentary 
consultation with our specialist to over your goals and expectations.

Learn more and book an appointment at 
millennialmedicalclinic.com or (615) 895-6900
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Complimentary Consultation ................Consultation Free
Before booking any of our treatments we offer a complimentary 
consultation with our specialist to over any goals and/or expectations you 
may have. This is also a great opportunity for first time clients to meet up 
and get any worry out of the way.

Lip Filler .....................................................................$650
An injection into the lips to give you fuller, plumper lips. Whether you want 
a little more volume or fuller look.

Cheek Filler ...............................................................$650
Filler is used to lift and contour the cheeks. Filler is injected above and 
around your cheekbone. This provides the illusion of a more defined bone 
structure.

Jawline Filler ..............................................................$650
Filler in the jawline adds definition giving your face a nice contour which 
makes the face appear slimmer.

Smile Lines ................................................................ $625
Filler is used to soften the appearance of the nasolabial folds, or smile/laugh 
lines. It is injected along the crease from the nose to the side of the mouth.

Learn more and book an appointment at 
millennialmedicalclinic.com or (615) 895-6900
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